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Backgroundr The composition of kidney stones (KS) varies from patient
demonstrates the existence of stones, but cannot indicate their components.
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Objectiver Dual Energy CT can reveal the nature of the stone, thus allowing for a personalized and more efficient treatment.

Methods:ll0patientsweresentforaCTexamonsuspicionofKSduringaperiodof6months(November20l2untilMarch
2013).Atotalofll3examinationswasdone.Patientagerangewasl9to92years;subjectsincluded49femalesand6lmales.
All patients were scanned with a Dual Source CT (Siemens Flash CT). Post processing using a Singovia workstation (Siemens)
was carried out successfully for all patients.
The Dual Source scanning enabled differentiation of stones by type to Oxalat, Hydroxylapatite, Cystine and Uric Acid stones.
Example of the various stones studie5 will be shown.
Conclusion: Using the Dual energy CT allows better assessment of KSs for the individual patient.
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Regional brain atrophy is a typical structural symptom of Alzheimer's disease (AD). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRl)
scans capture brain structure with high resolution and are often processed with automated segmentation and parcellation
algorithm like Freesurfer to generate regional measures, llke cortical volume, cortical thickness and surface area, which are
widely used as inputs in classification algorithms. For this stud, FreeSurfer was used to obtain 34 cortical thickness measures

and35surfaceareameasuresforeachhemisphereand5lregionalvolumesacrossthebrain.Thispaperproposestocombine
these subject specific MRI measures with scores of cognitive neuropsychological test, Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE), as input to an optimal decisional space for the classiflcation process. A novel sorting and selection method of
variables is proposed to construct this decisional space. This space is one that u:es the highest statistically ranked variables
dimensions to delineate subjects with Alzheimer's disease (AD) from cognitively normal controls (CN).5pecifically, 189
structural MRI scans with 60 AD patients and 129 CN were used for empirical evaluations. A feature extraction technique
involving statistical testing and error analysis was implemented to determine the signifrcant MRI variables that yielded the
optimal classification performance between CN and AD patients using support vector machines (SVM). Moreover, this study
aims to find out which combination of MRI measures with neuropsychological test coupled with different normalization
techniques can best predict AD using the proposed multivariate feature selection and classification method. The study
showed that subcortical volumetric measures of right hippocampus and left inferior lateral ventricle have the highest power
in discriminating between AD and CN groups. The results show an average accuracy of 85. 1 % (sensitivityr 65,7%; specificityi
94.10lo) using only the two aforementioned volumetric measures. When MMSE scores were included as the third dimension,
the average accuracy improved to 92.30/0 (sensitivity: 82.80/0; specificityt 96.7a/o). Results also indicate neuropsychological
test score contains the most discriminative information among single measure models, and out of the three MRI measures,
cortical volumes is a better predicator than other two; Normalization approaches does not enhance the performance much
if any. Hierarchical model of neuropsychological test and cortical volumes without normalization yield the best classification
accuracy for this study, The approach considered for selecting and then ranking MMSE together with other MRI measures
could augment other classification methods reported in the literature and could yield broader impact in reevaluating the
different variables as predictive measures ofAD. Moreovet this decisional space, in longitudinal studies, could serve to gauge
the progres5ion of AD for every patient and inform on early intervention measures.
as its
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